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Note/ (Answer Five questions for each question 10 marks) 

 

Q1\ A) Trace the following program with the goal: c(X,Y).  

Domains 

i=integer 

s=symbol 

Predicates 

letter(s).     do(i).    c(i,s).    run. 

Clauses 

letter(a).    letter (b).    letter (c).    letter (d).    do(1).  do(2). 

run. 

run:-run,run!. 

c(X,Y):-run, do(X),letter(Y),Y=d. 

B)  Convert the following statements to predicate logic: 

1- If it sunny I will go to trip.       2- When I have pain I will go to doctor. 

Q2/ A) Write prolog program for the following rule: If Z > 100 then the program return 

the result of Z \10, otherwise, the program return the result of multiplying the number 

by 2. 

B) Write prolog program to read sentence then print its words in uppercase. 

Q3/ A) Assume the goals are: start (15.3) and start(8.9), trace the following program to 

show the steps of finding each goal.  

Predicates 

start (real) 

Clauses 

start(X):- X>10.0,Y= trun(X), write(Y). 

start(X):-Y=round(X),write(Y).  

 



 

B) Represent the following sentences using semantic net: 

Ali is obeying his parents, he is a clever student, he has good marks and he is always ranked 

the first among his classmate.  

Q4/ A) Write prolog program to print the following shape: 

 

 

 

B) Write complete prolog program for (AND Gate, OR gate and XOR gate ) logic unit. 

Q5/ Write prolog program for Two from the following list operations: 

A) Convert any decimal number to its binary representation 

B) Convert any input word to list of letters 

C) Convert each input sentence to list of the corresponding integer values of each 

character in the sentence. 

 Q6/ A) Using Backward chaining (B.W) to find if the goal (find (A,B,C,D)) is true  or 

not? What is the value of the variables in the goal?                                      

 a.   b(1,2,3).    c(3,2,4).   g(2,1).   s(3,4). 

tr(W,V,Q,X):-b(W,V,3),c(Q,V,X),a. 

find(A,B,C,D):-tr(1,B,3,D), g(B,A), s(C,D). 

B) You have two jugs of water indicated both are full as initial state indicated by 

jug(4,3), draw the state space search of the problem to show how to get jug (2,N)? 
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